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 In 1953, Leontief calculated the capital 
intensity of export and import of the US.

 Note that in 1953, the US was the most 
capital abundant country in the world. 
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Import Export Factor content 
of US Export and 
Import in 1962

Capital per million 
dollars

$2,132, 000 $1,876, 000

Labor per million 
dollar

119 131

Capital labor ratio $17,916 $14,321

Average year of 
education

9.9 10.1

Proportion of 
engineers and 
scientists

0.0189 0.0255
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Factor of Production Predictive Success

Capital 0.52

Labor 0.67

Professional workers 0.78

Managerial workers 0.22

Clerical workers 0.59

Sales workers 0.67
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Factor of Production Predictive service

Service workers 0.67

Agricultural workers 0.63

Arable land 0.7

Forest 0.7
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Type of Product Chinese Export 
to Big 3

Chinese import 
from Big 3

Chemicals 8.57 20.08

Nonelectrical 
machinery

9.00 31.81

Clothing 25.36 0.32

Other consumer 
goods

46.80 14.58
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 Looking at changes in patterns of exports 
between developed (high income) and 
developing (low/middle income) countries 
supports the theory.

 US imports from Bangladesh are highest in 
low-skill-intensity industries, while US 
imports from Germany are highest in high-
skill-intensity industries.
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 As Japan and the four Asian “miracle” 
countries became more skill-abundant, U.S. 
imports from these countries shifted from 
less skill-intensive industries toward more 
skill-intensive industries
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 Several authors looked at the US 
congressional vote on trade policy.(GATT 
and NAFTA)

 They considered two types of factors as the 
most important production factors:skilled 
labor and unskilled labor

 They calculated relative size of skilled and 
unskilled workers in each election district. 

 They assumed that the representative from 
each district will follow the opinion of the 
majority in their own election district
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 He look at the tariff cut of US in the Tokyo 
round of GATT negotiations. 

 The dependent variable is the voting of tariff 
cut from the representative in each district. 

 Main explanatory variable is the ratio of 
unskilled labor/total labor. 
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 The main prediction is the ratio of unskilled 
workers/total workers in each district. 

 If this ratio is large in a district, then a 
representative from this district should vote 
again the tariff reduction. 

 He found that the data is consistent with the 
theory.
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 Irwin studied a rare case of direct democratic 
voting on trade policy-the British general 
election of 1906.

 Why Britain ? Why 1906 ?
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 In the mid-nineteenth century, Britain's free 
trade policy was threatened by protectionist 
pressures.

 This  comes  from increasing German and 
American competition in traditional British 
export markets and even import penetration 
in its domestic market.
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 Free trade was challenged by a "fair trade" 
movement.

 It sought either to reintroduce tariff 
protection for British industry and agriculture 

 Or it tried to institute retaliatory trade 
policies aimed at mitigating foreign 
protectionism.
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 Two major political parties are sharply 
divided over the course of Britain's 
commercial policy

 The Conservatives advocating tariff reform 
and the Liberals supporting free trade

 The trade policy was the main issue of 1906 
general election. 
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 In 1906 general election, voters chose the 
liberal party.

 British determined to go with free trade and 
the free trade regime continued until the WWI.
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 Irwin studied the voting pattern in each 
district. 

 The hypothesis is that support for or 
opposition to free trade in each parliamentary 
district is closely related to the economic 
interests of the district's constituents.
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 In 1815, after Napoleon war, the Corn law 
was established. 

 1839, anti-Corn law league was established. 
 In 1846, the Corn law was repealed. 
 Free trade had a wide support in 1850s and 

1860s.
 However, the situation started to change 

1870s
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 A surge of cheap grain from America and 
Russia in the late 1870s finally exposed 
British farmers to more severe foreign 
competition.

 Foreign competition, arising principally from 
Germany and the US, helped to shrink 
Britain's share of world trade in manufactures 
from roughly 46 % in 1870 to 29 % 1905.
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 The share of manufactured goods in Britain's 
imports rising from 12.5 percent in 1860 to 
21.3 percent in 1890 and to 25.4 percent in 
1905.

 Traditionally, the Conservative party 
supported fair trade (protectionism)

 Liberal party supported free trade. 
 In 1906 general election, trade policy was 

main issue. 
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 Irwin look at the probability of liberal party’s 
vote over the conservative party’s vote in 
each election district. 
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 P_i is the share of liberal 
party’s vote. Xij are 
independent variable. 

 Dum is the dummy variable 
indicating past voting behavior. 
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 A district that has a high ratio of the 
agricultural sector did not vote for the liberal 
party.  This is consistent with the theory.

 A district that has a high share of  scientific 
instrument  did not vote for the liberal party. 
This is consistent with the fact that the 
scientific industry has severe competition 
with US and Germany.  
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 A district that has a high share of Iron , Steel 
and coal supported the liberal party. 

 Those industry were exporting sectors at 
1905. 

 Overall, the results are consistent with the 
theory. 
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 In the field of the social science, it is very 
difficult to conduct an experiment as in the 
biology or chemistry since the target is the 
society instead of  insect or chemical. 

 However, sometime, in history, things similar 
to the experiments happen due to a change 
of policy or natural disaster. 
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 Japan’s policy of autarky (or seclusion) began 
formally in 1639 when all contact between 
the Japanese and outsiders, including trade, 

 Treaty negotiations following the visit of 
Commodore Perry and his fleet in 1853 
delayed the opening up of Japan until July, 
1859.
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 By the mid-1860s, military intervention by 
the western powers had forced the Shogun to 
abandon rearguard efforts to restrict trade

 Long autarky and sudden opening for 
itnernational trade will provide a good 
“natural experiment “ for trade theory.
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 First, as soon as the Edo government opened 
for trade, the amount of both import and 
export increased. 
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 Trade theory predicts that a sector that 
expreinced an increase of export will 
expreince the price increase and a good that 
experiences an increase of import will 
experience the decrease of the price. 

 Here is the data
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 Heckscher-Ohlin model say that a country 
that is rich in labor endowment should export 
labor intensive good and a country that is rich 
in capital should export capital intensive 
good. 

 In other words, trade embodies factor content. 
 This implies that many developed countries 

should import labor intensive good from 
labor rich countries if H-O theory is trude. 
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 However, the real volume of trade is no so big 
as the theory predict.

 This is called “ a missing trade puzzle”.
 One potential explanation of this missing 

trade puzzle is the difference of the 
technologies. 

 H-O theory predicts that the technology level 
is the same. But in reality it is no. 
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 NTB
 Regulation across countries
 Borders seem to matter
 Transportation cost and distance matters
 Property right and court system seems to 

matter
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 None of the above explanation does not seem 
to deny the H-O model

 Rather, the above explanation requires more 
complicated H-O model.

 As the model to explain the basic force of 
international trade, H-O model is very useful. 
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